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Interview with Fredrik Spendrup, CEO of Spendrups Bryggeri AB

Drinks at the heart of
the occasion
No get-together or meeting of any kind is complete without a
drink. Beers, wines, spirits and non-alcoholic drinks are made
to be enjoyed, and we all have our favourites. Family concern
Spendrups Bryggeri AB has been tempting Swedish tastes with
its comprehensive portfolio of beers and other beverages for
the past 100 years.
Spendrups, head-

that is particularly popular in clubs

Sweden for alcohol of more than

in the UK. Spendrups also produc-

3.5% volume. While the majority of

near Stockholm, pro-

es soft drinks and cider, including

production is for the Swedish mar-

duces around 400 million lit-

Schweppes products on licence,

ket, Pistonhead is exported to the

and imports and distributes wines

UK, Asia and Australia, and some

Beer makes up 40% of the vol-

and spirits. LOKA, the biggest

Gotland beers are sold to Norway,

ume, with a broad range of own-la-

name in mineral water in Sweden,

the UK and Germany.

bel beers as well as other brands,

completes the portfolio. Predomi-

such as Heineken, which are pro-

nantly flavoured sparkling water,

The family firm’s entrepreneurial

duced on licence. Several subsidi-

the brand includes such innova-

spirit is fundamental to its contin-

aries focus on specialist products.

tive tastes as strawberry ice cream

ued success. “Our aim is to be

The Gotland Brewery is the largest

and liquorice. “We introduce up

the world’s best brewery,” sums

craft brewery in Sweden, and it is

to seven new flavours every year,”

up Mr. Spendrup. “Not the biggest,

here that specialty beers, such as

notes Mr. Spendrup.

but the best. We want to start up

quartered in Vårby

ers of drink products annually.

the Wisby range, are brewed un-

new craft breweries in the coming

der the supervision of brewmaster

Spendrups focuses not only on

years and maybe acquire estab-

Johan Spendrup. “We currently

innovative beverage ideas. It is

lished facilities. Above all, we

have 120 different brews, and we

also leading the way in sustain-

will remain true to our philosophy

create 150 new beers every year,”

able production. The company

of creating something that peo-

explains CEO Fredrik Spendrup.

has invested heavily in a plant for

ple really enjoy and take to their

“Many of those reach the market,

processing brewery waste, cutting

hearts, rather than just selling a

and Gotland is our incubator in

CO2 emissions by 80% and signifi-

commodity.”

that respect.” Another subsidiary,

cantly reducing the use of heating

the Brutal Brewery, specializes

oil. It is one of only two companies

in a unique concept in fun
beers, among them
Pistonhead, a beer
with real attitude

worldwide to have achieved this
on such a large scale. The biggest
market by far is the horeca industry – hotels, restaurants and cafés
– but the company also supplies
the retail trade, including Systembolaget, the government-owned
chain of liquor stores, which
is the only permitted outlet in

EUROPEAN
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Spendrups Bryggeri AB
Vårby Allé 39
14330 Vårby
Sweden

 +46 8 6727700
 +46 8 6183560
 info@spendrups.se
 www.spendrups.se
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Interview with Adrian Affentranger, CEO of DIWISA Distillerie Willisau SA

In good spirits
Thinking of Switzerland means thinking of impressive mountains, tempting chocolate, exquisite watches, tasty cheeses – and the finest liqueurs. A good proportion of the fruit grown in
Swiss orchards is used to make a great variety of spirits and fruit liqueurs. One of the country’s most successful distilleries is DIWISA Distillerie Willisau SA – a company that has found
the perfect balance between tradition and innovation.

DIWISA is synonymous with

Standard and Lanson besides its

Mr. Affentranger. “On the other

in the pipeline,” stresses Mr. Af-

tradition and innovation, with

own products. Among its custom-

hand, we work with high-tech ele-

fentranger. “We are optimistic that

craftsmanship and top-notch

ers are retailer and wholesalers.

ments. This combination of old

our traditional core competences

technology. Founded in 1918 by

DIWISA works closely together with

and new is the driving force behind

will always be a solid basis for the

Hans Affentranger as a spirit and

them. “Up to 1999, we placed a

our success. Market observa-

development of new products that

syrup manufacturing company, the

strong focus on me-too products,”

tions and analyses are essential.

capture the spirit of the times.”

company has come a long way to

explains Adrian Affentranger, CEO

We regularly try out new things;

step up and become Switzerland’s

since July 2015. “Now, we con-

we observe consumer trends and

market leader. Today, the third

centrate more on our own brands,

react flexibly. This way we con-

generation of the Affentranger fam-

which make up 70% of our turn-

stantly broaden our product range,

ily is still involved in the business.

over.” Shifting its focus turned

adding innovative products such

With a workforce of approximately

out to be a good decision. Today,

as energy drinks. If you want to

100 employees, DIWISA recorded

Trojka is the most popular brand

be competitive you need market

a turnover of 130 million CHF in

for spirits in Switzerland. When

expertise, imagination – and a bit

2015 – a result that indicates the

it comes to production, DIWISA

of luck.” DIWISA exports to more

company’s exceptional develop-

relies on fundamental know-how

than 30 countries. The Trojka Vod-

ment.

handed down from generation to

ka range for example is extremely

generation as well as on modern

popular in the Benelux countries,

DIWISA distributes well-known in-

technology. “We still distill our

where around one million bottles

ternational brands such as Jäger-

beverages in the traditional copper

are distributed per year. “There

meister, Sierra Tequila, Russian

stills like in the early days,” says

are many interesting products

5

DIWISA Distillerie Willisau, Switzerland’s leading distillery,
finds the balance between tradition and innovation

DIWISA Distillerie
Willisau SA
Menznauerstrasse 23
6130 Willisau
Switzerland
 +41 41 9727272
 +41 41 9727373
 info@diwisa.ch
 www.diwisa.ch

In good spirits – XELLENT Swiss Vodka and Gin
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Comes in all colours of the rainbow – Trojka Vodka
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Interview with Reidar Fredriksen, General Manager of Reinhartsen A/S

Premium smoked
salmon from
Norway
Reinhartsen has been a fixture in Kristiansand for 85 years

Fish is an important part of the Norwegian diet and also a major export. The market is dominated by large volume producers and exporters, but there is also a thriving sector of small,
speciality producers. One of the oldest of these is Reinhartsen A/S. Founded 85 years ago,
the family-owned company has two retail outlets in Kristiansand selling its own smoked
salmon and a range of other fish specialities. The company is currently looking to develop
export markets in Germany and the rest of Europe.
This year marks a watershed in

focusing on fish specialities rather

Reinhartsen can hope to make

consumers to part with their mon-

Reinhartsen’s long history as

than bulkware,” says Mr. Fredrik-

a profit. “Our salmon is of the

ey first so that they can taste the

it makes its first foray in export

sen. “However, we are confident

highest quality, and our smoking

difference.”

markets. It will be kicking off its

that we can carve our own niche in

process has been refined over the

international activities in Germany,

the luxury end of the market.” In

years to produce the best flavour

Current food trends are working

where it already won a special

light of the fact that imports from

and texture,” says Mr. Fredriksen.

in the company’s favour. A greater

prize at the International Grüne

Norway to the EU are subject to a

“There really is no comparison

interest on the part of consumers

Woche trade fair in Berlin in Feb-

20% import duty, the luxury end of

to industrially produced smoked

in the authenticity and provenance

ruary. “The winning product is a

the market is the only area where

salmon, but you have to persuade

of food ingredients favours artisan

hot-smoked salmon flavoured with

producers like Reinhartsen. “We

an Asian-style marinade which

add value to an already valuable

was praised for its unique flavour,”

product,” says Mr. Fredriksen.

describes General Manager Reidar

“The fish we buy from local fisher-

Fredriksen. “Our smoked salmon

men is the best available, and it is

also beat off stiff competition at

our duty to treat it with respect and

the Norwegian championships last

care.” Reinhartsen is a well-known

year to win a gold medal, and this

name in its home town of Kristian-

feat was repeated by our Asian-

sand, where it sells direct to con-

style smoked salmon this year.”

sumers from two retail outlets. The
company also supplies many of the

This stamp of approval from the

restaurants in southern Norway.

experts is bound to aid Reinhart-

The direct feedback it receives

sen with its export ambitions. “We

from chefs and ordinary people

will still remain a small business
EUROPEAN
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Reinhartsen premium smoked salmon

helps to inform new product devel-
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Reinhartsen A/S
Gravane 8
4610 Kristiansand
Norway

 +47 020 28
 +47 381 22442
 post@reinhartsen.no
 www.reinhartsen.no

opment. “The gold medals won in

particular. Demand for fish and

competition confirm to us that our

shellfish is growing year after year

approach is the right one,” says

as a delicious part of a healthy

Mr. Fredriksen. “We also have tast-

diet. Reinhartsen could not be ar-

ings in our shops and in supermar-

riving in the European market at a

kets and develop specialities for

better time.

❙

chefs to serve on their menus. We
take products we have developed,
for example smoked cod cut from
the thickest part of the fillet.” Many
of the people working in Reinhartsen’s development kitchens are
also trained chefs.
Reinhartsen sells its own products
in its shops and supplements
the range with fresh fish varieties
such as sea bass flown in from
elsewhere in Europe. Freshness
is paramount. In Kristiansand
there is a tradition of selling live
fish and shellfish from tanks in
the shop. Even large fish like cod
can be chosen from a tank and
prepared in front of the customer.
It really could not be any fresher.
For export markets, however, Reinhartsen will focus on its prepared
products and smoked salmon in

General Manager Reidar Fredriksen
in one of Reinhartsen’s two retail
outlets in Kristiansand

business
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Dine at the captain’s table
The Erik Thun Group with headquarters in Lidköping is a Swedish family-owned company
with a focus on the shipping industry. The company Erik Thun AB operates around 40 vessels
for different activities. Since the 1950s, the group has also been active in the food sector,
operating passenger vessels and serving food and wine on board. In 2005, the group took
over a meat processing factory called Direkt Chark AB and has become a major player in the
Swedish food industry. With a sustainable approach to the market and new products, the
company is ready to further conquer the international market.

A strong corporate culture, a sustainable approach and high quality

The Delikat cold cuts are perfectly suitable
for delicious sandwiches

standards have been the core values of the Erik Thun Group, which
are reflected in every part of the
business. Since its foundation in
1938 by Helge Källsson, Erik Thun
AB has continuously developed
its service portfolio. The group has
a staff of roughly 600 employees
and an annual turnover of 160
million EUR. Besides its shipping
business, which is the group’s
core activity, Erik Thun AB also
runs two port agencies, an aircraft
rental company as well as the meat
processing factory Direkt Chark.

factory Direkt Chark, which was

“We are growing and have a lot

acquired in 2005. The company

of equity in the company,” says

produces high-quality meat prod-

Deputy Managing Director Henrik

ucts such as cold cuts, completely

Källsson, who represents the third

sliced and packaged, moose

generation of the Källsson family.

salami and smoked sausages. At

“We are looking for new products,

its location in Gothenburg, Direkt

new machines and new business
areas to strengthen our market
position.”
One important division of the Erik
Thun group is its meat processing
EUROPEAN

business

At its factory, Direkt Chark operates one
of Sweden’s largest facilities for cold
smoked and air-dried processed meat
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Interview with Henrik Källsson, Deputy Managing Director of Erik Thun AB

Erik Thun AB

Östra Hamnen 7
53132 Lidköping
Sweden
 +46 510 84800
 +46 510 84805
 info@thun.se
 www.thun.se
 www.direktchark.se

Chark operates one of Sweden’s

plan to launch them in a couple of

largest facilities for cold smoked

months.” To strengthen its Delikat

and air-dried processed meat and

brand, the company plans to build

is the biggest producer of cold-

a showroom for tastings and other

smoked sausages in Sweden. The

events, which will also work as

company mainly processes pork

a social media hub. In addition,

and beef, but also chicken, turkey

investments in machinery are on

and lamb. Since the acquisition

the agenda to raise the level of au-

of the food factory, Erik Thun has

tomation in the production.

invested in new machinery and
equipment to be able to expand
the product portfolio. “We have
already launched new products

In the past, the Erik Thun Group
Smoked sausages are a speciality of
Direkt Chark

has operated passenger vessels, offering high-end food and

with innovative flavours of beer

exclusive wines on board. In the

sausages,” explains Mr. Källsson.

future, Henrik Källson plans to

“We have recently won over IKEA

open a restaurant in Malmö with

as a new customer in Sweden, of-

able to deliver very high quantities

several years, we have noticed that

a focus on high-quality, environ-

fering our beer snacks at their fur-

of products in time, even at short

in the meat processing industry,

mentally friendly food, where the

niture shops.” In addition, Direkt

notice, and is able to maintain a

topic of environment is not high on

Direkt Chark products can also be

Chark supplies all the renowned

very high standard of quality.

the agenda,” illustrates the Deputy

enjoyed. “I also want to establish

Managing Director. “We are devel-

a chain with Vietnamese and Ko-

supermarket chains in Sweden,
offering private label products as

Direkt Chark, which employs 100

oping new products, for instance,

rean food, bringing the concept of

well as meat, which is sold under

people and realizes a turnover of

with a lower percentage of meat,

cooking the meals at the table to

the own brand Delikat. Further-

roughly 20 million EUR, is cur-

and try to use the whole animal.

Sweden,” states Mr. Källsson. “We

more, the company works mainly

rently developing new products

Furthermore, we are also experi-

will continue looking for new busi-

with Swedish meat but also with

with a focus on sustainability.

menting with sliceable products

ness ideas and investing in them.

suppliers in Denmark, Germany,

“Since we are active in the ship

made 100% of vegetables. The big

My aim is to become more global,

the Netherlands, South America

business, where a sustainable

supermarket chains are very inter-

establishing more sustainable pro-

and other countries. The factory is

approach has been a focus for

ested in our new products, and we

cesses.”

business
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Interview with Chris Bolsius, Chief Commercial Officer of Ter Beke

Freshly prepared for the
customer’s convenience
Ready meals have come a long way since the first chilled, microwave or oven-ready dinners
arrived on the market. However, one of the classics of the sector continues to be lasagne. A
firm favourite across the board thanks to its delicious layers of creamy sauce, savoury beef
bolognese and al dente pasta, lasagne is somewhat time-consuming to produce from scratch
and therefore all the more appreciated as a convenience product. A leading European producer of chilled ready-to-cook lasagne, other Mediterranean-style ready meals and fresh,
sliced meats is Belgian food specialist Ter Beke. The company is known for its innovative approach to the fresh food market and received the Superior Taste Award in 2014 and 2015.
Ready-made lasagne is one of the

layer,” says Chief Commercial Of-

addition to vegetarian lasagne

Italian-style ready meals which are

convenience products where the

ficer Chris Bolsius. “Maintaining

with asparagus or spinach, the

marketed under the brand names

end result on the plate tends to

these distinct layers is one of the

company also offers versions with

Come a casa for the Belgian and

differ the most dramatically from

key priorities in product develop-

salmon, chicken, turkey or even

Dutch markets, Bella Rivièra for

the picture on the package. Ter

ment to ensure that our lasagne

the seasonal favourite, wild boar. It

the rest of Europe – mainly Ger-

Beke’s chefs have worked hard to

not only tastes good but also looks

has also successfully overcome the

many, the UK, Spain, the Neth-

produce a tasty lasagne that keeps

the part.” In response to customer

technical challenges of making a

erlands and Scandinavia – and

its shape when it is served. “Most

demand for even greater choice,

lasagne with wholemeal pasta.

Vamos for the professional catering

of our lasagne consists of four or

Ter Beke’s range of oven-ready

five layers of al dente pasta and

lasagne now includes a number

Lasagne is now the flagship

under license for Weight Watchers.

a layer of sauce between each

of variations on the classic. In

product in a complete range of

“Come a casa is the market leader

Ter Beke’s fresh, oven-ready lasagne keeps its shape
to look as good as it tastes
EUROPEAN
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sector. Ter Beke also manufactures

Appointed chefs taste the dishes nominated for the Superior Taste Award, which Ter Beke won in 2014
and 2015
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Ter Beke

Beke 1
9950 Waarschoot
Belgium
 +32 9370 1211
 +32 9370 1212
Ter Beke is a regular exhibitor at industry fairs, where it is known for its ability to
innovate and set new trends

 info@terbeke.be
 www.terbeke.be

in the Belgian market with fresh

meats such as cooked ham and

Bolsius. The company has seven

slightly in popularity. What hasn’t

meals ranging from lasagne, other

turkey, and meat products such

production sites in Belgium and the

changed is the fact that people are

pasta ready meals and pizza,” says

as paté are marketed under the

Netherlands and distributes to ma-

travelling more and experiencing

Mr. Bolsius. “Our chefs work close-

company brands Daniël Coopman,

jor supermarket chains, butchers

new tastes and flavours on their

ly together with our food technolo-

l’Ardennaise and Studio 100. Ter

and delicatessens, and the catering

travels that they want to continue

gists when developing new recipes

Beke also produces under the

sector. “Our distribution channels

enjoying when they return home.

to ensure that the end result for

Pluma brand in export markets.

are changing as consumer behav-

This means that we have to keep

the consumer is always perfect.”

“We generate a significant part of

iour evolves,” says Mr. Bolsius. “Re-

innovating and developing new

Depending on the target customer,

our turnover through sales across

tailers and food service companies

products. We are currently experi-

Ter Beke ready meals are available

Europe but mainly in Germany, the

are a growing market while the tra-

menting with a range of Mediterra-

in various packaging sizes from

UK and the Netherlands,” says Mr.

ditional butcher’s shop is declining

nean-inspired ready meals.”

❙

single serving to family packs right
through to catering-size trays for
cafés, restaurants and butchers.
Ter Beke first entered the ready
meal market in 1996 with the acquisition of the Come a casa and
Vamos brands. Up until then its
core business had been the sliced
deli meat sector. “Processed meats
have been made by Ter Beke
since 1948,” says Mr. Bolsius. “In
2006 we took over Pluma to
make us the number
one in the Belgian
processed meats
sector.” Cured
salami, fresh

11

Ter Beke is increasingly experimenting with Mediterranean flavours and ingredients

business
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meats such as

Interview with Hans-Ruedi Gerber, Head of Marketing for
Compagnie du Chemin de Fer Montreux Oberland Bernois SA

Chocolate and cheese on the move
The Swiss Alps boast some of the most spectacular scenery in the world and attract millions
of tourists every year. When tourism in the area began to take off, the location of accommodation and attractions in the mountainous region presented a significant transportation challenge. Innovative hoteliers created Compagnie du Chemin de Fer Montreux Oberland Bernois
SA (MOB) to overcome this problem, and the company now uses the railway to provide exciting and unusual opportunities for visitors to experience the sights and flavours of the region.

MOB is based in Montreux, Swit-

Maison du Gruyère before mov-

zerland, and is part of the group of

ing on to the stunning medieval

companies which operate under

town of Gruyère. A highlight of

the Goldenpass brand, offering rail

the day is a unique and exquisite

transport and related facilities for

chocolate tasting experience at the

tourists and commuters in south-

Maison Cailler-Nestlé chocolate

western Switzerland. The company

factory in Broc. The train arrives

was founded over 100 years ago by

back in Montreux in the early

hoteliers who realized that tourism

evening. “We don’t see these of-

in the region could only be devel-

fers as just transport,” explains

oped if the transport infrastructure

Head of Marketing Hans-Ruedi

provided a convenient and com-

Gerber. “They are clearly much

fortable means of reaching the important attractions. The landscape

The Cheese Train travels between Montreux and Château-d’Oex, offering tasty local
cuisine, interesting experiences and breathtaking views

more than that: They are events.
Of course, the train journey itself

created numerous technical chal-

is an amazing experience because

lenges, but innovative engineering

of the panorama and the luxurious

managed to overcome these, and

top tourist destination; in pursuit of

into hard cheese, which they then

the railway was completed, pav-

this goal, the company offers a pro-

have the opportunity to sample.

ing the way for an explosion in the

gramme of activities which enables

Travellers can linger over the

85% of the company’s customers

number of visitors to the region.

visitors to experience the best that

spectacle at their leisure as the

are tourists; around 40% of these

Over the years, the company de-

the area has to offer.

schedule for the return journey is

are from Switzerland and the re-

veloped a reputation for safe and

carriages.”

flexible according to their wishes.

mainder mostly from other parts

comfortable transport which is also

The Cheese Train is one such

The package costs 89 CHF per

of Europe, primarily Germany,

punctual and reliable – a critical

opportunity. Departing Montreux

adult, 59 CHF per child, and a

France, Italy, Benelux and Great

factor for the 15% of customers

with a welcome drink, tourists

tour can accommodate up to 36

Britain, as well as Asia and South

who live locally and use the railway

make the enchanting journey to

participants. For visitors with a

America. Irrespective of their

to commute to their workplace.

Château-d’Oex, en route enjoying

sweet tooth, the Chocolate Train is

nationality, MOB’s customers are

However, MOB offers far more than

panoramic views and a visit to the

a fabulous alternative. This full-day

impressed by the unique and well-

a just a transport service. One of

Restaurant Le Chalet, where visi-

trip journeys between Montreux

organized itineraries and stylish

its key objectives is to promote the

tors have the chance to assist in a

and Broc, starting the day with

and comfortable train carriages,

beauty of the local region and en-

demonstration of artisan cheese-

coffee and croissants served on

which are designed to offer good

hance Switzerland’s reputation as a

making, transforming organic milk

board. This trip also takes in La

value with a touch of luxury.

EUROPEAN
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Compagnie du Chemin de Fer Montreux Oberland
Bernois SA
Rue de la Gare 22
1820 Montreux
Switzerland

 +41 219 898190
 +41 219 898100
 info@mob.ch
 www.mob.ch

MOB currently employs 380 staff

The strong potential for continued

and achieves an annual turnover

growth means that a third excur-

in the region of 20 million CHF.

sion is planned on a route from

The prospects for further develop-

Montreaux to Interlaken: a three-

ment are excellent, despite some

hour journey during which guests

difficult times recently due to ex-

will be offered culinary delights in

change rate issues at the start of

the restaurant car. This service is

2015 when the numbers of foreign

scheduled to start in December

tourists decreased. “Clearly visi-

2018, and further information will

tors were used to the strong CHF,”

be announced on 20 May 2016.

comments Mr. Gerber. “However,

With many positive visitor reviews

the number of Swiss tourists con-

on its current programme, the

tinues to increase, and foreign visi-

new event will be a welcome ad-

tors are also now returning.”

dition.

❙

The Chocolate Train passes through some stunning scenery on its way from
Montreux to Gruyères

business
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Interview with Ediz Türkmen, Managing Director of KOROZO GmbH

Packaging at its best
Ediz Türkmen has been working for
KOROZO since 2011 and is responsible for strategic development

Turkey is an ideal production location with geographical advantages, competitive labour costs and free-trade areas. The country
is among the fastest.growing national economies around the globe
and one of the top ten production locations worldwide. One company that has proven how successfully businesses based in Turkey
can develop is KOROZO with headquarters in Istanbul. It has grown
from a small producer of plastic bags to an internationally leading provider of packaging solutions for the food and non-food industries. With subsidiaries in different
European countries such as KOROZO GmbH based in Cologne, Germany, the Turkish company is ready to conquer the international market.
For its innovative packaging solu-

edge and experience to provide our

bottom films for food and medical

high transpar-

tions and its international success,

customers with packaging solutions

applications.

ency. “Due to

KOROZO has received awards such

which fulfil the requirements of the

as the World Star Packaging Award

different markets.”

2016 in the category Flexibles in

the advanced
The films are produced with state-

coextrusion technology, thinner

of-the-art technology extruders up

films show the same performance

the World Star Competition, one

KOROZO offers a broad portfolio

to nine layers, which convince the

as thicker conventional films,”

of the major events of the World

of packaging products ranging

customers with its deep drawing

explains Mr. Türkmen. “Koroform

Packaging Organization (WPO),

from flexible packaging for the

properties, glossy structure and

offers economic advantages and

and the Shining Star in the Plastics

food and non-food sectors to PE

Packaging Export Category as one

bags, pallet wraps and silage films

of Turkey’s top exporters. “We de-

to personal care packaging, rigid

liver our products to more than 70

films and artificial casings. in the

countries, generating revenues be-

Koroplast range, the company pro-

tween 260 and 270 million EUR,”

vides refuse sacks, freezer bags,

says Ediz Türkmen, Managing Di-

aluminium foil, stretch film, zipper

rector of KOROZO GmbH. “We are

bags, roasting bags and baking pa-

a globally leading company when

per, among others goods for well-

it comes to flexible packaging. We

known brands in the retail sector.

have invested in state-of-the-art

A highlight in the KOROZO range

technologies and have the knowl-

is Koroform, a collection of soft

Fresh fish can be packaged perfectly
with Koroform

In the Koroplast range, the company provides baking paper, among other goods

EUROPEAN
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KOROZO GmbH
Bayenstrasse 65
50678 Cologne
Germany

 +49 221 94999900
 +49 221 949999014
 infoweb@korozo.com.tr
 www.korozo.com

At the Fachpack 2016, the KOROZO
team presented its latest solutions

can be used for a broad range of

within other countries in Europe,”

Today, the KOROZO group has

application areas.” The films are

states the Managing Director. “We

factories and subsidiaries in Ger-

mainly used as package for fish,

fulfill all the necessary criteria and

many, France, the UK and Izmir,

meat or cheese.

have become a preferred supplier

employing a total of 2,000 people

of renowned internationally ac-

and producing 120,000 t of pack-

in Europe, with good connections

The company was founded in

tive companies such as Unilever,

aging products every year. “We are

to Asia, the Middle East or Africa,

1973 in Istanbul and has grown

Procter & Gamble, Henkel, Rück-

looking to further expand our ac-

Turkey can be a hub for interna-

continuously ever since. In 1981,

er or Stockmeyer from Germany.”

tivities and plan to invest in a new

tional activities. “We understand

the firm launched the first gar-

The year 1999 saw the acquisition

production facility in Europe,” out-

the Turkish mentality as well as the

bage and freezer bags in Turkey

of Saf Plastik from Huhtamaki and

lines Mr. Türkmen, who has been

cultural characteristics of our inter-

under the Koroplast brand. With

in 2002, KOROZO GmbH was es-

responsible for new strategies and

national customers,” points out the

this brand, KOROZO became

tablished in Cologne. Since 2004,

change management. “We have

Managing Director. “We see our-

very successful and in 1990, the

the company has a partnership

recently invested in a new plant in

selves as the connection between

export business took off. “We

with label producer Korsini-Saf,

Turkey near the Bulgarian border,

our clients and Turkey

acquired different certifications

which gives it the possibility to

which will cover 85% of the pro-

and vice versa.”

such as ISO 9001 and HACCP to

offer everything from one single

duction for the European market.

In the future, the com-

be able to distribute our products

source.

With another facility, we would be

pany plans to strengthen

more flexible. My aim is to estab-

its existing locations as

lish an even better market position

well to expand into new

for KOROZO. We are headquar-

markets. “The packag-

tered in Turkey, which is an ideal

ing sector offers a lot of

production location. We have the

possibilities,” says Mr.

technology and know-how to pro-

Türkmen. “One impor-

duce innovative solutions in a good

tant area is, for instance,

quality.” Based on its more than

the coffee industry with

40 years of experience, the com-

high level packaging.

pany has established a state-of-the

We want to stir up the

art production with high-level ma-

market with future-ori-

chinery. With its strategic location

ented investments.”
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Packaging cheese is another application area for Koroform
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KOROZO is a preferred partner when it
comes to food packaging solutions

Interview with Eirik Bergh, Executive Vice President Sales at Skanem AS

Smart labelling solutions
Food labelling must fulfil several purposes simultaneously. From the point of view of the
manufacturer, its purpose is to pursuade customers to buy the product inside. From the
consumer point of view, it should provide them with accurate information upon which to
base their purchasing decision. Finally, from a legal point of view, the label must provide
certain compulsory pieces of information regarding nutritional content and ingredients.
Fulfilling these various requirements is the job of food labelling designers aided by the label
producers. One of the most experienced companies in this field is Norwegian label printer
Skanem AS.

Skanem AS has been working in

Skanem is 100% privately owned.

labelling solutions involves working

employed by Skanem to give its

the packaging industry for more

Its owner is CEO and President Ole

closely with customers to under-

customers the best possible re-

than 100 years and is one of the

Rugland, who took over the com-

stand their specific needs and of-

sult. The company has all print

leading producers of self-adhesive

pany in the mid-1980s and set it

fer a customized solution that best

technologies available in house.

labels in Europe. Thanks to its ad-

on its current, successful course.

suits those needs and is cost ef-

Techniques such as flexo, offset,

vanced technology and unrivalled

“Our key strength is our focus on

ficient. “With our presence in nine

letterpress, screen and digital

expertise, it has achieved virtually

the total customer supply chain,”

different countries, we are able to

printing are all offered on the lat-

unbroken growth throughout its

says Mr. Bergh. “We are not just

offer solutions that are tailored to

est, high-tech printing machinery.

history. Having established itself as

a printing house; we work as a full

the local requirements of the vari-

Sophisticated decoration pro-

a manufacturer of metal cans for

partner for all our clients’ label-

ous markets we serve while at the

cesses including gravure and hot

the food industry, Skanem is

ling needs. Our smart labelling

same time guaranteeing the same

and cold foil are also available.

now totally focussed on self-adhe-

solutions help customers achieve

high-quality products and services

As well as investing in traditional

sive labels. As of this year, Skanem

a seamless production line with

across the board,” says Mr. Bergh.

printing equipment, Skanem also

has 13 production units in nine

high-quality labelling, which in turn

countries and a total workforce of

helps our customers to boost their

This high quality can be seen

remain competitive even when

1,100 employees.

sales.” Skanem’s focus on smart

in the cutting edge technology

printing short runs. “We are con-

EUROPEAN
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Skanem AS

Hesbygaten 5
4093 Stavanger
Norway
 +47 5185 9780
 +47 5185 9781
 skanem@skanem.com
 www.skanem.com

stantly investing in new machines

and do it better than anyone else.

and equipment in order to main-

Not only that, our plants are set

tain our competitive advantage,”

up to deliver a wide spectrum of

says Mr. Bergh. “The choice of

orders, whether large series, short

technique or machine is dictated

series, late-stage differentiation or

by the client’s requirements and

on demand.”

technical differences between the
various printing techniques. We

Demand is strong at present in

start with a discussion about the

the self-adhesive labels sector.

effect that the client ideally wants

Skanem had sales of 150 million

to create and proceed from there

EUR in 2015 and expects contin-

to find the most cost-effective solu-

ued strong growth. “Most of our

tion to achieve the desired result.

activities are in Europe, but we

Our strength lies in our ability to

are also enjoying strong growth in

combine technologies to create a

India, Kenya and Thailand sup-

visually complex print at a highly

ported by our local plants,” says

competitive price.”

Mr. Bergh. “Many factors such as
politics, population, lifestyle and

Skanem serves a variety of sectors

economy are responsible for the

in the fast-moving consumer goods

transformation of the food industry

market, including the automotive,

in Europe. We remain close to our

home care and pharmaceutical

customers and understand how

markets. Food labels account for

these trends effect our customers’

20% of turnover. “We offer a wide

businesses. It is top priority for

range of solutions for the food

us to understand our customers’

industry,” says Mr. Bergh. “As

needs and provide the best, most

marketeers become ever more

cost-efficient solution.”

❙

creative, we have to come up with
ever-more creative solutions to
translate their designs into reality –

business
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Interview with Erik Blom, Managing Director of Meyn Food Processing Technology B.V.

Good for the animal,
good for the client
The world loves chicken. A constantly rising consumer preference for high-protein foods
and technological developments in food processing equipment have significantly spurred
the global poultry meat processing equipment market. One of the players leading innovation in this market is Meyn Food Processing Technology B.V. headquartered in Oostzaan close
to Amsterdam. The Dutch company is a prestigious supplier of equipment and systems for
the poultry processing industry worldwide. Animal welfare improves regularly and sets new
benchmarks.

Right from its early days, Meyn

dling, stunning and killing them

breaking eggs. Later, the company

Today, Meyn has three production

has concentrated on innovative

in a humane way, bleeding and

introduced mechanical solutions

sites in Oostzaan, Poland and the

machinery for the poultry process-

plucking. The primary poultry pro-

for slaughtering and processing

United States, 1,000 employees

ing industry. “Our customers with

cessing ends when the bird is still

chickens. After various changes

and 14 sales offices all over the

slaughterhouses appreciate com-

whole. The secondary processing

in ownership, in 2012, US-based

world that enable close and direct

plete solutions – not only advanced

embraces the cooling of the birds.

CTB took over Meyn – an impor-

customer communication. “We

equipment but also comprehen-

Afterwards they are partitioned in

tant step to further guarantee the

have clients in over 100 countries

sive services – of outstanding qual-

breast fillets, wings, drumsticks

company’s stability in the long run.

and in every time zone,” states

ity to meet the most challenging

and others. We also supply ma-

“Thanks to CTB and its financial

Mr. Blom. “They are supported by

market demands. We offer wall-to-

chinery for deboning.”

strength, we have the opportunity

competent consultancy, compre-

wall solutions, which means that

to make long-term plans,” says Mr.

hensive after-sales services, spare

we supply everything within the

The poultry processing industry

Blom. “Market demands are con-

parts, servicing contracts and a

walls of a slaughterhouse,” sums

is deeply rooted in the region.

stantly increasing, and we will keep

24/7 helpdesk. Our specialists

up Erik Blom, who has been Man-

Meyn was founded in 1959 and

investing in intelligent solutions

are on the road to work out more

aging Director for two years now.

won broader attention with the

according to different international

complex problems. Hygiene and

“Our systems include live bird han-

development of a machine for

standards.”

ergonomics are very important in

State-of-the-art technology – one of the most important assets
EUROPEAN
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Innovative machines are synonymous with safety and increased productivity
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Founded in 1959, Meyn’s headquarters is still based in Oostzaan, a
region where poultry production plays a crucial role

Meyn Food Processing Technology B.V.
Westeinde 6
1511 MA Oostzaan
The Netherlands

 +31 20 2045000
 sales@meyn.com
 www.meyn.com

Meyn has production
facilities in the Netherlands, Poland and the
United States, as seen
here

this dynamic market,” underlines

We believe in the strategy of ‘Think

Mr. Blom. “We offer innovative

globally. Act locally’. We will be

products and services. We have

close to our customers and quickly

the most extensive sales and

available for their special needs.

service network in our sector,

We are only satisfied when they are

and we have a great reputation.

satisfied.“

❙

This makes us look confidently
our world; it is essential that we

country, and the attention to ani-

towards the future. Poultry is the

adhere to legislation. Beyond that

mal welfare is increasing. Against

healthiest kind of protein and has

our people and our clients’ em-

this backdrop, we developed a

the lowest CO2 footprint. It is

ployees need to be able to work as

revolutionary solution for stunning

relatively cheap and there are

comfortably and safely as possible.

chicken by using CO2 before they

no religious limitations. Due to

In our training centers and on-site,

are killed. This is important for the

this, the market will continue

we demonstrate the use of our ma-

animals but also because the qual-

increasing for another 25 years

chines. The safety of our clients’

ity of their meat is noticeably bet-

at least. Our aim will be to fur-

employees is as important as that

ter. The more stress an animal has,

ther support customers in their

of our own.” Meyn puts great effort

the tougher the meat is.”

ambition for greater productivity
and increased yield and efficiency.

into research and development to
create top-notch machinery. “We

Innovative solutions like these are

make smart machines and take

a trademark of the company, mir-

care of product traceability,” points

roring its extraordinary know-how

out Mr. Blom. “Legislation can

and expertise. “We are optimistic

be quite different from country to

that we can keep on growing in

Erik Blom,
Managing Director

Reliable cut-up systems – just as flexible as clients need them to be

business
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Interview with Luisella Nascia, Managing Director of Futura Robotica S.r.l.

End-line technology at its best
Food packages have to unite functionality and hygiene requirements. To ensure optimum efficiency, packaging processes today are generally automated. Futura Robotica S.r.l., located
in Alseno (Piacenza), is a specialist in automatic end-line packaging machines, mainly for the
food and beverage market. Offering stand-alone robots as well as complete lines, the company services a broad clientele within the food and beverage industry. Recently, the automation
specialist launched a range of innovative machines for the coffee market. Managing Partner
Luisella Nascia sees promising growth potential in this area over the coming years.
product range unites different types
of vertical case packers, forming
machines, a range of palletizing
systems, multifunctional machines,
manipulators, horizontal cartoning
machines as well as high-speed
case packing lines with or without
vision systems. Altogether, the company has a staff of 40.
Ms. Nascia sees clear potential for
growth in the company’s export
A packaging machine for cheese blocks

A solution for packing sachets

activities in the coming years. “We
took our first steps in the international market in 2000 starting in

“The food industry, especially

of up to 500 capsules per minute.

packaging demands. Our system

France,” she says. “From there,

cheese and dairy, is our core mar-

“We delivered this system (under

gives them great flexibility.”

we gradually expanded our activi-

ket,” she says. “We are also strong

patent) in 2014, and it has been

in the area of cut food products,

a success ever since,” says Ms.

Futura Robotica was founded in

particularly meat. In recent years,

Nascia.

1997 by Ms. Nascia and Fulvio
Granelli. From the very beginning,

we have seen steady growth in coffee capsules. As we always react

Another innovation is an automatic

the two entrepreneurs focused

quickly to new trends and require-

system which changes the format

on robotics for the food industry.

ments, we developed several auto-

of the packaging in ‘0’ TIME. This

Constantly investing in research

matic end-line machines for coffee

solution is particularly suitable for

and development and in continu-

capsules in display boxes, with

doypacks, flowpacks, sachets such

ous improvement, the company

and without a lid, which span the

as baby food, yoghurts or liquids in

gradually grew and won contracts

complete end-line chain through

pouches with cups. “This system

with several multinationals, for

to the final palletizing, transport

is hugely advantageous for our cli-

example Nestlé. Over the years,

and loading.” The company’s new

ents,” explains the Managing Direc-

the company became a specialist

packaging line for coffee capsules

tor. “They have different customers

for individual solutions and differ-

is unique and reaches capacities

and have to meet their individual

ent product formats. Today, the

EUROPEAN
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Futura Robotica S.r.l.
via Mattei, 53/2
Alseno (PC)
Italy

 +39 0523 945708
 +39 0523 945814/15
 info@futurarobotica.com
 www.futurarobotica.com
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A modular line for cheese in flow packs

View of the company’s facilities in Alseno, Italy

ties. Last year, we achieved almost

network, Futura Robotica regularly

75% of our total turnover through

exhibits at international trade fairs

export activities. This year, we will

such as the Emballage in Paris or

enhance our activities in the coffee

the CFIA in Rennes.” At this year’s

sector. As Italy draws on a strong

Triestespresso, the company will

coffee culture, we expect our do-

showcase its new coffee capsule

mestic figures to rise and our export

solutions. The company also uses

rates to decrease slightly.”

its own showroom to demonstrate
its machines to its clients. “Our

At present, France is the most

machines excel in performance

important foreign market, followed

and flexibility,” says Ms. Nascia,

by Switzerland and Scandinavia.

explaining the company’s success.

Recently, Futura Robotica com-

“We are also extremely customer

menced activities in Austria,

oriented. We listen closely to our

Finland and Poland. Currently,

clients to find the best suitable so-

the company is searching for new

lution. Our vision software and elec-

sales partners in Germany, the

tronics are state-of-the-art, too.”

A case packer with
vision for bags

Netherlands and Great Britain.
“We would also like to start sales

International expansion is a key is-

activities in Eastern Europe and the

sue on the company’s future agen-

the coffee capsule market,” says

coffee division and made major in-

USA,” says Ms. Nascia. “In order

da. “We would like to become one

the Managing Director. “In order to

vestments. We are positive that this

to stage its latest developments and

of the main reference companies

exploit our potential in this sector

division will become an important

to enhance its international contact

for automated end-line systems for

to the full, we have established a

arm of our business.”

business
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